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The whole official organization, from the Minister of Education
downwards, is in the deepest sense subordinate and ancillary
to this fundamental situation. In an external and economic
sense, the individual teacher is a servant, and maybe a very
humble servant, of the public. But unless he can be at the
same ^time captain of his own soul, he will not be a good
teacher. It may be well, therefore, to take stock of the
vast organization to which officials, teachers, and pupils all
belong.
Then and now Let us take two convenient points of time a
century apart, say the years 1825 and 1925, and
let us make a rapid comparison of the schools of England
at the beginning and end of the period. In 1825 there were
many dame schools for the children of the poor, and National
and British schools were coming into being slowly and on a
purely voluntary basis; in 1925 there were 20,000 elementary
schools attended by about five million children. At the earlier
date, what we know as secondary education was represented,
as we have already seen, by the nine "great" public schools,
and a large number of endowed grammar schools for boys
only, most of which had fallen into a shocking state of decay;
at the later date, there were 1,700 efficient secondary schools
attended by 415,000 pupils, of whom more than half were girls.
At the later date, there were also about 150 technical schools,
200 schools of art, 100 training colleges, and 500 university
tutorial classes—all of which categories were practically un-
represented at the earlier date. In 1825 university education
was represented by Oxford and Cambridge in their unreformed
condition, and attended by students counted in hundreds; in
1925 the number of universities had grown to about a dozen,
attended by students counted in thousands. There is some
difference of opinion as to the meaning of progress, and it is
more than ever believed that the leading thinkers of the
-nineteenth century assumed much too lightly that human

